
! No Tomato Left Behind.  Soon the state of Pennsylvania will be releasing school 
profile scores, based largely upon state standardized tests given to students in grades 
3-12 last year.  Given that fact, and the fact that I spent some time picking tomatoes this 
past weekend, I thought it would be a good time to rerun this Lancer Letter written in 
September of 2011.  A section was added at the end in italics to bring you up to date on 
state testing.

! Every spring my wife and I head to Stan’s Garden Center to get our plants for the year.  
Every year she gives me the same admonition:  don’t get too many tomato plants, just a dozen or 
so.   So like every other year, I ended up with 24 tomato plants.
	
 I have been harvesting tomatoes since late August.  Spending time with tomatoes causes a 
man to think – about standardized tests.  Sorting tomatoes to pick has parallels to the sorting we 
are expected to do with children.   The driving force to sorting in this county, the No Child Left 
Behind law, is still the law of the land so allow me to present my tomato metaphor.
	
 When I pick a tomato, I look at one plant at a time.  I try to pick the ripest tomatoes 
which are likely the reddest and have a slightly less than firm texture.  Whether I realize it or not, 
I am comparing each tomato to the others on the plant to determine which are ready.  In essence, 
I am “picking on a curve.”  
	
 The problem with “picking tomatoes on the curve” is that it is not always accurate.  When 
I take the basket to the kitchen, there is actually a pretty wide range of ripeness.  Consider the 
reason: once I pick the ripest on the plant, the next ripest is now, well, the ripest.  Making 
comparisons among this relatively small group of tomatoes has problems.  What I need to do is 
use “norm-referenced tomato picking.”
	
 In norm referenced tomato picking, I would use a large “norm group” – thousands of 
tomatoes from across the country are evaluated for ripeness and norms are established for above 
and below level ripeness.  You then compare each tomato to this norm group and place it into the 
category it fits with the norm group.    This is how intelligence testing is done.  A large group of 
people are “normed” and the results fit into something called a normal curve where 50% of 
people are above the average intelligence mark and 50% are below.
	
 What I really need to do, is go to “standards-based tomato picking.”  In this method, I 
have a picture of perfect ripeness and an artificial tomato that has the perfect feel of ripeness.  I 
would compare my picture and feel of the artificially ripe tomato to each tomato before I pick it.  
Only those that match perfectly would make their way into the prestigious pot of puree.
	
 There are two problems with standards-based tomato picking.  First, not every tomato can 
be perfect.  I have never had every tomato on every plant make it to perfect ripeness.  Many are 
ruined by the frost before they mature. Others fall victim to the environment beyond my control:  
sunlight, rainfall, soil quality and temperature.   If my living were dependent on my tomatoes, 
though, I would put an inordinate amount of time and money into the tomatoes that lag behind.  I 
would let the tomatoes alone that seem to be doing OK on their own and concentrate all my 
effort to control the environment as much as possible to any plant that was behind the others.
	
 These two tomato-issues are similar to two of the reasons there are calls to reform No 
Child Left Behind.  Making every child proficient at the level expected is no more possible than 
making every single tomato perfectly ripe at the same time.  The demand for 100% proficiency 
does not match the irrefutable normal curve for intelligence.
	
 The other problem with NCLB (which most politicians don’t even understand) is that the 
government has given schools a target:  make every child proficient.  To hit that target we must 
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concentrate on those students who are below proficiency.  With limited resources, schools don’t 
worry much about those that are already proficient or advanced because they have hit the target.  
What is happening, then, is the upper level student isn’t being stretched because the focus is on 
those who are not proficient; and, we wonder why we can’t compete with the brightest and best 
from other countries.
	
 Enter the “growth model.”  This model takes a look at each individual tomato and looks 
at the growth it is making along the way to ripeness.  It accounts for the individual differences 
among tomatoes (and children) and recognizes that all tomatoes don’t ripen at the exact same 
rate.  Yes, it requires some extra help for the tomatoes lagging behind but it also requires 
attention to make EVERY tomato the biggest, juiciest and ripest it can be.
	
 The growth model is what we have slowly worked our way toward in the last four years.  
Elements for growth have been worked into the PA school profile process but alas, there is a 
tomato blight upon us in 2015.
	
 Last year, the rules of tomato picking changed.  We adopted the Common Tomato Core as 
our new road map to tomato picking.  We don’t just pick the ripest - we analyze why it is the 
ripest, project what can happen if it is picked when not ripe and ponder the mysteries of ketchup 
(why IS there so much sugar in ketchup and is it catchup or ketchup?)  Yes, the Common Tomato 
Core is good because it makes us think deeply about our tomatoes; however, because of the 
change in picking standards, the State Board of Tomato Plucking reset the standards for tomato 
ripeness to such a degree, that very few tomatoes will hold up to our former standards of 
ripeness.  This year when results of tomato picking are released, the new standards will make it 
look as though most pickers have failed to produce as many ripe tomatoes.
	
 I could go on, but I have some other work to catch-up on.
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